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This invention relates to a vibratory mechanism and 
more specifically comprises certain improvements over 
such structures as shown in my prior i Patents No. 
2,480,603, issued August 30, 1949; No. 2,518,250, issued 
August 8, 1950; and No. 2,528,319, issued October 31, 
1950. - W , • k . . . F 

In general, the vibrators or vibratory mechanisms dis 
closed in the patents are provided with inlet and exhaust 
systems for fluid to actuate a rolling element, and in each 
case the exhaust system is associated with the central bolt 
structure or fastening means that secures the 'cover to 
the housing of the vibrators. In each of the former "con 
structions, additional securing lugs are required which 
extend outwardly from the circular portion of the hous 
ingS. · V v 

- Each of the Patents No. 2,480,603 and 2,528,319 are 
solely confined to ån exhaust system that comes out of 
the vibrator housing through the bolt and about a pre 
determined cover structure- and into the atmosphere. " In 
the Patent No. 2,518,250, the same general exhaust sys 
tem is employed, although this construction includes 
a bypass vent in the peripheral portion of the housing 
for the purpose of exhausting dirt or other foreign mat 
ter from within the housing itself. . . v 

It is one of the main objects of the present invention 
to provide an improved arrangement of fluid inlet and 
fluid outlet means for operating a rolling element within 
the confines of a housing of a vibratory mechanism. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide 
a housing structure for a vibratory mechanism wherein 
the inlet and exhaust fluid conducting means are both 
positioned at one point adjacent - the periphery of the 
hcusing of the vibratory mechanism. This eliminates any 
other form of venting or exhausting particularly through 
the central portion of the housing per se. , ! 
A further object of the present invention is to pro 

vide a securing means that may be centrally applied to 
a vibratory mechanism housing to attach the entire struc 
ture to a surface or wall of a piece of equipment for in 
ducing vibratory action into such equipment by the action 
of the vibrator. V 
Another object of the present invention is to centralize 

the fluid inlet means for actuating the rolling element 
within a vibratory mechanism and the exhaust means 
from within thê housing so that the entire power actuat 
ing fluid structüre not only operates the device but also 
includes a self cleaning åction which is coincident with 
the exhaust system. 
A stili further object of the present invention is to 

provide a tangential throat or opening connected with a 
housing confining a rolling element and wherein this 
throat structure º may be provided with a simple rolünd 
bore which is adapted to receive a screw machine part 
that may be force fifted into the bore, this screw mia 
chine part providing both the fluid inlet nozzle to operate 
the device and having cooperative surface contour co 
?ting with the internal throát wall structüre to also pro 

me device. * * ********* 
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Other objects and advantages relating to the vibratory 
mechanism of the present invention shall hereinafter 
appear in the following detailed description having ref 
erence to the accompanying i drawing forming a part of 
this specification. * * * * * · · * * * * * * * 

In the drawing: 
Fig. i 1 is a face view of the vibratory mechanism of 

the present invention as seen from the cover side thereof 
and Substantially as 'viewed along the line 1-1 in Fig. 2 
with a portion thereof broken away and in section to 
illustrate the internal details of construction thereof; * * * 

Fig. 2 is a cross sectional view through the vibratory 
mechanism taken * substantially along the line in 
Fig.1 : to still further illustrate the 2 internal details of 
the vibrator; and : : : ' ', : , :"... ;:i i: 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary, end i elevational view of the 
fluid inlet änd exhaust portion of the vibratory mechanism 
to better illustrate the relationship between certain pärts 
of the fluid conducting system: ** * -. . . . . . . . . . ::, :, ', 
The vibratory mechanism comprises in general a hous 

ing i formed as a cup shaped chamber having a pe 
ripheral wall 2 with a closed side 3 and an open side 4 
terminating in an annularº edge 5 that is machined for 
coplanar abutting engagement with a wall 6 of a piece of 
equipment substantially as best i shown in Fig. 2. **: The 
hdiuising or "chamber it includ?s araceway 7. comprising 
annular rings - 8 - and 9 which fit within the bore. 40 of 
thé housing and include tapered surfaces 11 and 12 to 
guide ar rolling element such as aball 13 about the cham 
ber in the housing 1 under the "action of compressed air 
or other fluid that may be introduced into the housiñg 
as will be presently described. * * * * * * * * * * * * * 3. . 
A cover 44 is arranged to snugly fit within the open side 

4 of the housing 1 to abut the adjacent annular ring 9 
and in a position to hold both of the rings 8 and 9 tightly 
against the closed side 3 of the housing . The cover 

is secured by means of a sleeve 15 to the closed side 
3 of the housing 1, the ends of the sleeve 15 being turned 
over "as at i 16-and 17 to tightly and compactly secure 
the i raceway parts and the cover within the cupped hous 
ing 1: * It should be noted that the turned; over end:16 
of the sleeve 15 provides a central suppòrt" which co 
operates is with the annular surface 5 of the cup opening 
to provide an additional stabilizing surface at the central 
portion of the housing of-the - vibratory méchanism for 
rigid abutting contact: with the wall 6. or with any other 
Surface of this - type. - The opposite turned in end i 17 
of the sleeve iš forms a seat for the head 18 of a fasten 
ing bolt 19 that passes is through - a suitabl? opening: 20 
in the wall 6 to receive a securing nut 21 with a shake 
proof washer 22 being interposed between the hut 21 and 
the wall 6. Furthermore; the inturned end 17 , of the 
sleeve 15 may also include a washer or: indicia - plate 
structure such- as 23 to secure the latter against the outer 
surface of the closed side 3 of the housing 1. 

Obviously, any form of through i bolt or other fasten 
ing means. may be used for insertion through, the “sleeve 
i 5 to secure :: the entire - vibratory mechanism structur? 
to a piece of equipment that is to receive the vibratory 
impulses from this device, such i impulses being i creat?d 
by the high speed i rotary action - of the rolling equip 
ment or ball - f3 which centrifugally induces such - vi 
bration. The central fastening arrangement of the vi 
bratory mechanism is madeº possible by the fluid: ' con 
ducting means incorporated into this i vibratory -- mech 
anism. This fluid conducting means comprises a throat 
24 that is tangentially connected as an integral- part of 
the housing 1. This bore is circular: as best illustrated 
in Fig. 3. - A suitable fitting 27 comprising a screw ma 
chine part that is preferably made - with - a polygonal sur 
face contour such as shown in Fig. 3 at 28. is forced 
endwise into the bore 25. The ridges 29 of the fitting 
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27 are made to generally lie in a cylindrical area that 
is somewhat greater than the internal diameter of the 
bore 25 so that the ridge corners 29 will cut into the 

surface of the bore 25 substantially as viewed in 
Fig. 3. 
With this arrangement of a cooperative fitting and 

throat bore structure, the fitting 27 is aligned axially 
within the bore 25 preferably to a depth so as to be 
flush with the outer terminal portion of the throat 24 
as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, thus securing the fitting tightly 
within the bore, and in addition, the ridges 29 also coun 
teract relative rotational movement between the fitting and 
the bore structure of the throat. This eliminates any 
particular type of orientation or other jigs or fixtures 
that might be needed for such purposes in view of the 
fact that the fitting can be driven into the bore in any 
particular angular relation therein to obtain the same 
cooperative results. 
The fitting 27 is provided with an inlet aperture hav 

ing a fluid discharge bore 30 that connects with an en 
larged bore 31 that includes an internally threaded por 
tion or section 32. A fluid inlet pipe or line 33 (see 
Fig. 1) has a threaded end 34 which may be screwed into 
the threaded section 32 of the fitting to provide a fluid 
discharge Supply system wherein fluid will be introduced 
generally according to the arrows 35 in Fig. 1 into the 
interior of the vibratory mechanism housing 1. 
The inlet bore 30 of the fluid inlet system and fitting 

27 terminates in a nozzle 36 that is easily located within 
the bore 25 of the throat 24. The external contour of 
the nozzle 36 includes an expanding, radially outwardly 
curved portion 37 which fiares from the discharge end 
of the nozzle into the polygonal surface portion of the 
fitting 27. 
The nozzle 36 and its external contour therefore pro 

vides a pocket in the bore 25 adjacent the ball carrying 
portion of the vibratory mechanism and the discharge 
end of the nozzle is located immediately adjacent the 
raceway while the polygonal portion of the fitting within 
the bore 25 is spaced outwardly from the nozzle axis 
and within the bore of the throat 24. 
With the particular form of union between the fitting 

27 and the throat 24 and as best shown in Fig. 3, a plu 
rality of longitudinal channels 38 are formed which are 
located radially outwardly with respect to the inlet bore 
30 but with the channels in a circular group coaxially 
arranged about the nozzle and adjacent the wali portion 
of the bore 25. Thus, the exhaust system of the present 
device extends from the point 39 in Fig. 1 to the point 
40 thereof whereby excessive and spent fluid is discharged 
from the vibratory mechanism through bore 25 and sub 
stantially as indicated by the arrows 4 in Fig. 1. 
The nozzle 36 is aligned substantially on the median 

plane of the housing 1 and is tangentially directed into 
and partially through cooperative slots 42 and 43 which 
are formed in the adjacent annular rings 8 and 9 of the 
raceway 7 respectively. These slots together form the 
opening through which the impelling air or fluid under 
pressure may enter the housing to rotate the ball 13 at 
high speed. The same cooperative slots 42 and 43 also 
form an opening through which the exhaust air passes 
into the exhaust chamber portion of the bore 25 encir 
cling the nozzle structure and from which the exhaust 
air is coaxially returned out of the channels 38 into the 
atmosphere adjacent the pipe line 33 which initially sup 
plies the fluid under pressure to the device. 

During the operation of the device, the actuating fluid 
is directed about the sleeve 15 which now forms a central 
core that will eliminate some of the turbulence within the 
device to promote a better circulatory action of the air 
and ball. This action, together with the tapered annular 
portions 11 and 12 of the rings 8 and 9 which provide 
an annular clearance area 44, forms a means for remov 
ing dirt and i foreign matter from within the raceway 7 
which will move about this internal portion of the device 
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4 
to be directly discharged through the slot openings 42 
and 43 and cut of the exhaust channels 38 between the 
fitting and the bore 25 of the throat 24. This coaxial 
unitary arrangement of the air system, together with the 
cleaning feature thereof and the sleeve 45 fastening means 
incorporated centrally of the device and as shown in the 
drawings, provides a simple and efficient arrangement of 
vibratory mechanism that is easily manufactured and 
readily applied to substantially any kind of a surface or 
wall of a piece of equipment that is to be subjected to 
vibratory action. Furthermore, the fitting 27 of the device 
may be withdrawn and replaced with a diflerent fitting 
if that is desirable or necessary. 

Certain changes and modifications in the exact com 
bination and construction of the elements shown and 
described are contemplated within the concept of the 
present invention. All such deviations and modifications 
shall, however, be governed by the appended claims di 
rected to the present invention. 
What I claim is: 
1. A vibrator comprising a chamber, a rolling element 

in said chamber, and fluid conducting means to actuate 
said element about said chamber comprising a throat 
connected with said chamber, and a fittting carried by 
and confined within said throat, an inlet nozzle on said 
fitting arranged to direct fluid along a given path into 
said chamber, said fitting having an external configura 
tion unlike the configuration of said throat opening to 
provide at least one port to exhaust fluid from the inte 
rior of said chamber out of said throat and over said 
fitting. 

2. A vibrator comprising a chamber, a rolling element 
in said chamber, and fluid conducting means to actuate 
said element about said chamber comprising a throat con 
nected with said chamber, and a fitting in said throat 
having an inlet nozzle to direct fluid along a given path 
into said chamber, said fitting having an external con 
figuration unlike the configuration of said throat opening 
to provide a plurality of ports to exhaust fluid from the 
interior of said chamber out of said throat and over said 
fitting, said inlet nozzle terminating in a position radially 
inwardly of said throat and with respect to said throat 
exhaust ports. 

3. A vibrator comprising a chamber, a rolling element 
in said chamber, and fluid conducting means to actuate 
said element about said chamber comprising a throat 
connected with said chamber, and a fitting in said throat 
having an inlet nozzle to direct fluid along a given path 
into said chamber, said fitting having an external con 
figuration unlike the configuration of said throat opening 
to provide at least one port to exhaust fluid from the 
interior of said chamber, said inlet means having the 
fluid discharge end arranged adjacent the chamber inte 
rior, and said throat exhaust port occupying a position 
disposed in spaced relation with respect to the noZZle dis 
charge end and away from the immediate interior of 
said chamber. 

4. A vibrator comprising a chamber, a rolling element 
in said chamber, and a fluid conducting means connected 
with said chamber to actuate the element about said 
chamber, said fluid conducting means comprising a throat 
having a smooth bore therein, and a fitting disposed with 
in said throat bore and comprising a body having a noZZle 
to receive and direct fluid into said chamber, said body 
having spaced peripheral portions thereof in contact with 
the surface of the smooth bore of the throat to provide 
channels through the throat and along the exterior of 
said body to provide exhaust means to pass fluid out of 
said chamber. 

5. A vibrator comprising a circular chamber, a rolling 
element in said chamber, and a fluid conducting means 
connected with said circular chamber to actuate the elle 
ment about said chamber, said fluid conducting means 
comprising a throat tangentially connected with Said 
circular chamber with said throat having a bore therein, 
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and a fitting, nested within the confines Qf said throat bQr? and comprising a body having a nozzle to receiv? and 
direct fluid tangentially into said chamber, said body 
having spaced longitudinal surface portions thereof in 
frictional contact with said bore to provide channels 
through the throat and over said body for exhaust means 
to tangentially pass fluid out of said chamber. 

6. In a vibrator having an enclosed chamber and a 
movable element therein, the combination of a fluid con 
ducting means to actuate said element within said cham 
ber comprising a hollow throat, a fitting bodily forced 
and secured within said hollow throat and having, a pre 
determined outer contour to provide channels in conjunc 
tion with the surface of said throat and adj?cent the 
periphery of said fitting, said fitting being hollow, to pro 
vide a fluid inlet for said chamber, and said fitting hav 
ing an extended endi to form a nozzle to discharge inlet 
fluid into the chamber, said nozzle having a fiared outer 
contour increasingly expanding radially outwardly from 
the discharge end of the nozzle toward the channel form 
ing periphery of said fitting to direct and exhaust fluid 
from within said chamber through said channels and out 
c; f said hollow throat. 

7. In a vibrator having an enclosed chamber and a mov 
able element therein, the combination of a fluid conducting 
imeans to actuate said element within said chamber com 
prising a throat on said chamber having a round bore 
extending therethrough and into said chamber, a fitting 
having a polygonal outer contour with ridges thereon, 
said ridges being radially positioned with respect to the 
axis of said fitting to cut into the throat bore surface and 
to secure said fitting within said throat when said fitting 
is forced into said bore, and said fitting having a fluid in 
iet opening to discharge fluid into said chamber, with the 
excess fluid in the chamber exhausting out of said cham 
ber between the bore wall of the throat and said polygonal 
portion of said fitting. 

8. Hin a vibrator having an enclosed chamber and a 
movable element therein, the combination of a fluid con 
ducting means to actuate said element within said cham 
ber comprising a throat on said chamber having a round 
bore extending therethrough and into said chamber, a 
fitting having a polygonal outer contour with ridges there 
on, said ridges being radially positioned with respect to 
the axis of said fitting to cut into the throat bore surface 
and to secure saidi fitting within said throat when said 
fitting is forced into said bore, and said fitting having a 
fluid inlet opening to discharge fluid into said chamber, 
with the excess fluid in the chamber exhausting out of 
Said chamber between the bore wall of the throat and 
said polygonal portion of said fitting, said ridges of said 
fitting comprising means to counteract relative rotation of 
said fitting within said throat bore, and said fluid inlet 
Kopening of said fitting including a threaded section to re 
ceive a threaded end of a fluid supply line. 

9. In a vibrator, a hollow circular housing having at 
least one open side, a raceway lining said housing, a cover 
abutting said raceway and closing said open side of the 
housing, an imperforate sleeve connecting said cover and 
the closed side of said housing with the raceway sand 
wiched therebetween, said sleeve providing a continuous 
central cylindrical divider traversing said hollow housing, 
a rolling member received within said housing operable 
about said raceway and around said sleeve, and fluid con 
ducting means connected with said housing to actuate said 
member therein, said fluid conducting means comprising 
coaxially arranged fluid inlet and fluid exhaust means 
peripherally positioned radially outwardly of said race 
way and in communication with the interior thereof. 

10. In a vibrator, a hollow circular housing having at 
least one open side, a raceway lining said housing, a 
cover abutting said raceway and closing said open side of 
th? housing, an imperforate sleeve connecting said cover 
R the closed side of said housing with the raceway 

sandwiched therebetween, said sleeve providing a con 
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6 
tinuous central cylindrical, dixider traversing said hollow 
housing, a rolling member received, wi 
operable about said raceway and around sàlid sleeve, ai 
fluid conducting means connected with said housing to 
actuate said member therein, said fluid conducting means 
comprising coaxially arranged fluid inlet and fluid exhaust 
means peripherally positioned radially outwardly of said 
raceway and in alignment therewith, and said raceway 
including an opening therein for the inlet and outlet of 
said fluid from within the confines of said raceway. 

11. In a vibrator, a circular housing having at least 
one open side, a raceway lining said housing, a cover 
abutting said raceway and closing said open side of the 
housing, a sleeve connecting said cover and the closed 
side of said housing with the raceway, sandwiched there 
between, said sleeve providing a central, cylindrical di 
vider in said housing, a rolling member received within 
said housing operable about said raceway and around 
said sleeve, and fluid conducting means connected with 
said housing to actuate said member therein, said fluid 
conducting means comprising coaxially arranged fluid in 
let and fluid exhaust means peripherally positioned ra 
dially outwardly of said raceway and in communication 
with the interior thereof, and - securing means to attach 
said housing in fixed relation adjacent to a selected sur 
face comprising a releasable securing element traversing 
said housing through said sleeve for connection with said 
surface. 

12. In a vibrator, a housing in the form of an open 
cup having a circular inner periphery and one open side, 
a rolling unit received for rotation within said housing, 
fluid inlet and exhaust means connected with said hous 
ing to actuate said rolling unit therein, and attaching 
means to fixedly secure one face of said housing against 
an adjacent wali comprising a cover at the open side of 
said housing, a sleeve extending across the interior of 
said open cup housing and securely connecting saidi cover 
and the closed side of said cup housing, and a fastening 
member extending through said sleeve and having abut 
ting contact with said closed side of said housing and 
arranged for connection with said adjacent wall to rigidly 
fasten said housing against said wall. 

13. A duct means adapted to provide dual fluid pas 
sageways for a housing comprising van entrance chamber 
for said housing, a fitting nested within said entrance 
chamber, said fitting having one fluid passageway formed 
therethrough, and said fitting having peripherally spaced 
cutting edge ridge portions thereon engaged in biting con 
tact with wall portions of said entrance chamber to posi 
tion said fitting in a given relation with respect to said 
chamber and to provide other fluid duct passageways 
between said fitting and said entrance chamber walls. 

14. A duct means adapted to provide dual fluid pas 
sageways for a housing comprising an entrance chamber 
member for said housing, a fitting member carried within 
said entrance chamber member, said fitting member hav 
ing at least one fluid duct formed therethrough, and one 
of said members having spaced cutting edge seat por 
tions thereon engaged in multiple biting contact with the 
other of said members to position said fitting member in 
a given relation with respect to said chamber member 
and to establish other fluid passageways between said two 
members. 

15. A duct means adapted to provide dual fluid pas 
sageways for a housing comprising an entrance chamber 
member for said housing, a fitting member carried within 
said entrance chamber member, said fitting member hav 
ing at least one fluid duct formed therethrough, and one 
of said members having spaced cutting edge seat portions 
thereon engaged in multiple biting contact with the other 
of said members to position said fitting member in a given 
relation with respect to said chamber member and to 
establish other fluid passageways between said two mem 
bers, said members being arranged coaxially to permit 
separating thereof by relative movement therebetween 
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along said common axis, and said spaced seat portions 
comprising ridge elements. 

16. A duct means adapted to provide dual fluid pas 
sageways for a housing comprising an entrance chamber 
for said housing, a fitting nested within said entrance 
chamber, said fitting having one fluid passageway formned 
therethrough, and said fitting having peripherally spaced 
cutting edge portions thereon engaged in biting contact - 
with wall portions of said entrance chamber to position 
said fitting in a given relation with respect to said cham 
ber and to provide other fluid duct passageways between 
said fitting and said entrance chamber walls, said fitting 
having an extended nozzle thereon at the housing end 
thereof with said one passageway of the fitting opening 
through said nozzle, and said peripherally spaced portions 
on said fitting terminating in longitudinally spaced rela 
tion from the end of said nozzle to locate the beginnings 
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of said other passageways in remote positions with respect - 
to said nozzle end. 
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